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GovWin Recon, produced by Deltek's Federal Industry Analysis (FIA) team, is designed to support awareness
and understanding of the issues impacting the government and the contractors that serve it. Recon highlights
key developments surrounding government technology, policy, budget and vendor activities.
Headlines beginning with an * include quotes from Deltek analysts.
Sequestration / Budget:
House Sends Spending Bill Back to Senate, Brings Shutdown Closer
Shutdown would give DOD civilians deja-vu
Lawmakers: Sequester Is Capitol Hill's New Normal
Government contractors brace for federal shutdown
Shutdown planning is the new normal

Congress looks resigned to a shutdown
Federal IT:
IT operations would take a hit during
shutdown
DISA to take responsibility for DoD's
core data centers
The slow but steady progress of FISMA
GAO: Mixed results thus far
implementing FISMA
How NIST gained better control over
IT management
US gov't shutdown could take money
from IT workers, contracts

Agency News:
DHS makes first set of large business awards
under EAGLE II
Agencies Post Shutdown Plans Online
DoD Outlines Shutdown Plans For
Work, Pay, Travel
How NIST gained better control over
IT management
Shutdown ‘Damage Is Already Done,’
Unions Say
NASA doubles commercial fleet after
successful Cygnus docking
VA: Extended Shutdown Could Stop
Disability Pay

Vendor News:
12 companies share $4.1B Army
contract (subscription required)
QinetiQ North America wins $20M
contract for TALON IV robots
Microsoft wins $66M Navy contract
for consulting support
services (subscription required)
Small business joint venture wins
$675.1M Air Force contract for
advisory, assistance
services (subscription required)
Lockheed inks two more F-35
contracts

Transparency and Performance:
Accounting, Transparency and the uncertain
future of GASB

Defense / C4ISR / Embedded Technology:
U.S. Navy boosts networks, causes
slowdowns
Admiral: Navy must shrink submarine
development costs
Pentagon planning for RIFs,
large-scale furloughs

Contracting / Acquisition:
Contracts for September 27, 2013
D.C. area federal contract awards for week of
Sept. 30
DHS makes first set of large business
awards under EAGLE II

Legislation:
The obscure law that governs
shutdowns
Congress looks resigned to a
shutdown
Lawmakers: Sequester Is Capitol Hill's
New Normal

Mergers and Acquisitions:
Tangible Software acquires managed
security services firm
SAIC is dead; long live
SAIC (subscription required)
Wall Street Beat: Tech IPOs, M&A
continues to heat up

State and Local:
* Federal spending woes not hitting
state and local markets
New York City redesigns NYC.gov
Utah, FBI combine for cyber crime
initiative
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Cybersecurity:
Hacked data brokers could spell
trouble for Obamacare
GAO: Mixed results thus far
implementing FISMA
Stealth can protect networks by
making parts invisible
The slow but steady progress of FISMA
How a shutdown would raise attack
risk
Iran accused of hacking into U.S.
Navy computers
Governors urge action to thwart
cyberattacks, computer hacking
Utah, FBI combine for cyber crime
initiative
NASCIO supports cybersecurity month

initiative
Boston’s new app rewards citizens for
reporting problems
Massachusetts app changing face of
travel
Health insurance marketplaces:
Beyond Oct. 1
Governors urge action to thwart
cyberattacks, computer hacking
Visualizing the urban future with analytics

AEC News:
Price tag for repairs and reconstruction from
Colorado floods tops $1.3B

Cloud Computing / Data Center Consolidation
/ Virtualization:
How NIST gained better control over
IT management
Will Snowden kill the public
cloud? (subscription required)
Carnegie Mellon to help disabled use
cloud based services
Atlanta police using new intel-sharing
network
DISA to take responsibility for DoD's
core data centers

Health IT:
New delays for Obamacare’s Health
Exchanges
Hacked data brokers could spell
trouble for Obamacare
Health insurance exchanges
scrambling to be ready

Big Data / Analytics:
Visualizing the urban future with analytics

GovWin Recon is Deltek's daily newsletter highlighting federal government contracting news and analysis
from around the government contracting world. Get it delivered to your e-mail inbox, free!

